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Abstract. We extend the description logic  
with a preference order
on the axioms. With this strict partial order certain axioms can be overruled, if
defeated with more preferred ones. Furthermore, we impose a preferred model
semantics, thus effectively introducing nonmonotonicity into 
. Since
a description logic can be viewed as an ontology language, or a proper translation of one, we obtain a defeasible ontology language. Finally, we argue that
such a defeasible language may be usefully applied for learning and integrating
ontologies.

1 Introduction
The “Semantic Web” [BLHL01] seeks to improve on the current World Wide Web,
making knowledge not only viewable and interpretable by humans, but also by software
agents. Ontologies play a crucial role in the realization of this next generation web, by
providing a “shared understanding” [UG96] of certain domains.
In order to describe ontologies, one needs ontology languages, such as DAML+OIL
or OIL [BGH01,FHvH  00,FvHH  01]. For example the OIL language is built on three
roots [HFB  00]:
– frame-based systems provide the basic modeling primitives: frames (classes) with
attributes;
– by mapping the language to a suitable description logic (DL), one obtains a precise
semantics and associated inference procedures; and
– the concrete syntax is based on web languages such as XML and RDF
[LS99,DvHB  00].
A description logic is used to express the formal semantics of an ontology written in
an ontology language like OIL, but it also provides some basic reasoning services such
as checking whether an instance is of a certain type, whether classes are subclasses of
other classes,  [BS00,HST99].
In particular the DL  corresponds to the ontology language OIL [Hor00]. As
explained in [HS01] this mapping is incomplete with respect to concrete datatypes and
named individuals, two features that are present in current ontology languages. A DL
that overcomes these two deficiencies is  "!# [HS01], which includes support for
datatypes ( ! ) and named individuals (  , see also [Sch94] and [HST00] for reasoning
with individuals).

In this paper we further extend the DL  ! # with a preference order, as in
[HV02]. This order indicates whether a certain axiom is more preferred than another
and thus may defeat the meaning of that axiom. For example, we could be tempted to
assume that, in general, movie stars are bright people. If we came to the discovery that
movie stars residing in Hollywood are actually not that clever, we would not be able to
retain this information consistently. However by defeating the rule saying that movie
stars are clever with the rule saying they are not if they are Hollywood stars, we can
still retain a consistent knowledge base.
In addition to adding a preference order on axioms, implementing the notion of
defeat, we restrict the semantics of [HV02], by introducing an order on the models of
such a description logic knowledge base, taking into account the order on the axioms.
Nonmonotonicity is then introduced by preferring models that defeat as few axioms
as possible, and if defeat cannot be avoided, we select those models that defeat less
preferred axioms.
Nonmonotonic reasoning in description logics is not new: e.g. [BH92] and [BH93]
introduce defaults in description logic. Our approach is different, however, as it is based
on an explicit ordering of defeasible axioms, as in ordered logic programming, see e.g.
[GV98,GLV91,LV90]. Besides being often more intuitive, we also do not restrict ourselves to just the object names in an Abox, thus staying closer to the “open world
assumption” spirit of description logics. [QR93] also works with preferred models, and
thus nonmonotonicity, but axioms are just split up in defeasible and not defeasible axioms, while our approach allows not only to express defeasible knowledge but also
some gradation in defeasibility, i.e. some axioms are more preferred or less defeasible
than others.
Often, new ontologies are constructed starting from (a combination of) existing ontologies, adding refinements that correspond to specialized knowledge. Both integration
of ontologies and ontology refinement may lead to inconsistencies. We argue that a description logic with a preference order may prove useful when integrating ontologies,
since conflicting rules may be defeated.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 extends   "!#
to ordered    "!# (denoted     ! # ) by providing a strict partial order on
the axioms, indicating a preference for certain axioms over others. Section 3 provides a
nonmonotonic semantics for     "!# , effectively modeling this preference relation. Applications such as an algorithm that learns the preference order from examples
and a discussion of ontology integration with     "!# can be found in Section 4.
Finally, Section 5 contains conclusions and directions for further research.

2 Extending

 

with a Preference Order

An example
In order to obtain some intuition, consider the following example from the field of law,
adapted and modified from [HVL93]. According to the law, if you steal something, you
normally will be punished, i.e.

     
    

 
where  we use   to denote the concept of people that have stolen something and
   for people that have received a sentence.
Instantiating this small conceptual schema with a particular individual Bill that was
caught stealing, denoted as





 
   







  

 







we can deduce, from our schema and basic reasoning, that Bill must be punished
  
(
).
Now assume that, according to the law, minors (i.e. people younger than 18) do not
get punished for committing crimes:





 
     
   

Additionally assuming that Bill is a minor








 

 








leads to a problem. On the one hand we can deduce, using
and
, that Bill should

not be punished (because he is a minor) while on the other hand, according to
and
, he should be punished.
To solve this contradiction, we will make explicit our tacit assumption that
should be read as a default, i.e. “Thieves should be 
punished
 "! unless there are overriding
concerns that prohibit this”. By stating that
, we indicate that
(“Minors should not be punished”) is such an overriding concern. Informally, this means
that it is acceptable to not “apply”
as long as the defeating rule
is applied, e.g.
Bill need not be punished (no need to apply
for Bill) if he is a minor (
is applied
for Bill).
Note that we might obtain a similar effect by refining
to
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(“Thieves that are not minors should be punished.”) which is consistent with






,
and
. However, this approach does not scale well since each addition of an “exception” will make the default rule more complex and less intuitive. Humans tend not to
think about exceptions when considering the truth of a general rule such as
; only
the confrontation with an actual exception such as
will prohibit the application of
the general rule. Not having to modify default rules also allows for modular specifications, where one can concentrate on adding pieces of knowledge independently, and
relating them via possible defeat relationships later.
We briefly formalize the above using the description logic     "!# [HV02],
an extension of the DL    "!# [HS01].
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8 we have a set of data types ! and associate with each 243 ! a set 2576
, where
is the domain of all data types (the concrete domain, see [BH91]).
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Let
be the set of concept names,
the disjoint union of abstract role names
and concrete role names
. A role box is a finite set of role axioms
5
where  3
or  3
. An
 # for 3
5 and transitivity axioms
 # 3 . A simple role for a role box
abstract role is called transitive if
is a role that is not transitive nor does it have any transitive subroles. Let be a set
of individual names. , and are mutually disjoint. The set of  "!# -concept
expressions is defined such
is a concept expression
 that every concept name 3
and for every 3
, 
is a concept expression. Moreover, for
and
concept
expressions, 3
, 3
,
a
simple
role
and
4
2
3
!
,
the
constructors
in
Table 1
5
can be used to form complex concept expressions.
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Table 1. Syntax and semantics of 
construct name
atomic concept
abstract role
concrete role
nominals
datatypes
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syntax
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conjunction
disjunction
negation
exists restriction
value restriction
atleast restriction
atmost restriction
datatype exists
datatype value
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A Tbox is a finite set of terminological axioms
with and  "!# concept expressions.
Traditionally, a description logic (DL) consists of a Tbox and an Abox, where the
Abox is used for assertional statements like  # (or   # ) which intuitively means
that the individual is an instance of
( is related to by means of the role ).
However, in    "!# we have named individuals together with the  -constructor
(  in [Sch94]) and we can simulate the Abox assertions with Tbox axioms:
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For simplicity, we will consider the role box to be empty in the remainder of this paper, and consider only terminological axioms. It is straightforward to extend the results
to knowledge bases with nonempty role boxes.

We define the defeat relation, by means of a strict1 partial order on the Tbox axioms.
Intuitively,   , represents a preference for  over  , i.e.  defeats  .
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Definition 1. An   "!# -knowledge base is a tuple2    where is a Tbox,
  ,  is said to be
and  is a strict partial order between axioms of . For a pair
defeasible while
is a (possible) defeater of  . We use  to denote the set of strict
axioms in , i.e. those axioms that have no defeaters (are minimal w.r.t.  ).
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The8semantics
of   ! # is defined using an interpretation



where
is a nonempty domain (the abstract domain) and is an interpretation function, defined on concept expressions and roles as in Table 1.
The notion of defeat is formalized in the following definition.

n

Definition 2. Let     be an   "!# -knowledge base and 
 3
an interpretation of  . A terminological axiom
is
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and  3 iff  3
.
– applicable w.r.t. )83 

– applied w.r.t.  3
iff it is applicable
w.r.t.
 and  3  .

8
– classically satisfied4 w.r.t. )3
iff it is applied w.r.t.  whenever it is applicable
w.r.t.  .
8
 such that
– defeated w.r.t.  3
iff

is applied w.r.t.  .
 w.r.t.  .
In this case, we say that
defeats

s  !  
 !
 !


 satisfies an axiom    from n if for each  for which    is applicable,

  is either applied or defeated,  is a model of  if it satisfies all the axioms in
 .

 !

Essentially, the above definition allows a less preferred (larger according to the order
to not be classically satisfied w.r.t. an individual  , provided that it is
 
defeated by a more preferred applied axiom
w.r.t. the same domain
element  .
The earlier example, without defeat, can then be formulated as the     "!# knowledge base

 ) axiom
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Note that the order  is empty, since we did not yet impose a preference order on the
axioms. That there was a problem with this knowledge base, can now formally be stated
as “the knowledge base is inconsistent”, i.e. there does not exist a model  for it. Indeed,
     .
assume that, on the contrary, there exists a model  of  with 
1

2

3
4
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A strict partial order  on a set  is a binary relation on  that is antisymmetric, anti-reflexive


and transitive.
Note that this relation is also well-founded, i.e. no infinite chain 

exists, since the Tbox is finite.

and indiFor the sake of brevity, we omit the concept names , role names , datatypes
vidual names from the notation.
In the following we will only mention ! if it is not clear from the context.
We omit the “classically” qualification if it is clear from the context.
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    would have to be both in        and
Then it  can easily
be
deduced
that




     # , which is impossible. Our solution was to defeat      




     , i.e. allowing a thief not to be punished if he is a minor.
with

   
Formally, we add to the order  
  ,
           

 
        ,
expressing
precisely
this
intuition,
yielding
models
such as  , with






     and     , e.g. Bill is a stealing minor who is not being

punished, thus effectively bypassing the rule
with the rule
.
Continuing the example, we add a recent development (in Belgium) where it has
been proposed that committing a serious crime leads to punishment, even if the criminal
is a minor. Hence the rule



 

 

            


where
the concept    stands for “people that
crime”.

 have committed a seriouscriminal,
Clearly, we would again have a contradiction if Bill is a minor and a known

saying
Bill should not be punished and
saying that Bill should in fact be


punished.
law has precedence over
, and thus
 However,
  ! the intention is that the
we add
to the knowledge base (note that we do not assert that Bill is


a criminal).

  

 
    

 

 
         







with  generated by
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Table 2. Two example models
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Definition 2 now yields two kinds of models (see Table 2, page 6): those such as 
where Bill is assumed to be a criminal (and thus should be punished) and those, like
  , where Bill is not a criminal and thus should not be punished ( and   share the
interpretation bill for Bill).
Intuitively, the second type of model, exemplified by   , is to be preferred since
there is no reason to assume that Bill is a criminal and thus
should not be defeated.



 













More precisely, we can base our preference on the fact that   (classically) satisfies

    
more preferred rules than  does: indeed,  satisfies (w.r.t. bill) 

 



while  satisfies
. Thus, while, unlike  ,  does not satisfy
,
it does satisfy the more preferred
, which is not satisfied by  .

Since, for  , we need to defeat a more preferred rule than we do for   (
), it is natural to prefer   as a model that better respects the preference order.
We formalize this intuition by defining the notion of “support” for a model as the set
containing the domain elements and the axioms they satisfy, i.e. the set of “instantiated
axioms” that are classically satisfied by the model.
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Definition 3. The support for a model  of 
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is the set

3n is (classically) satisfied w.r.t.  and 



Whether one model is preferred over another, is then a matter of checking the supports for the models.
Definition 4. A model  of a knowledge base 
denoted  , if



of  ,
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just when 
   and 
  (note that  whenever   6  ).
Intuitively, this means that  is preferred over  if all elements that support 
and not  are countered by more preferred element that supports  and not  . For the
   (we use the names for the
 axioms),

models  and   of the Bill-example
we have that
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We use 



is preferred over a model

 
# 3
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 thus,
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, yielding that  
The preference order
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, is countered by (note that
 , which fits our intuition.
is itself a strict partial order.

   be an
Theorem 1. Let 
partial order on the models of  .

)

  ! # -knowledge base.



 

# 3

defines a strict

The definition of preferred models is straightforward.

n

   is a preferred model of 
Definition
5. A model
#
#  of 
 of  , such that 
 , i.e.  is minimal w.r.t. .



if there is no model



In the sequel, we make
     the following extra assumption [BMNPS02],
   basically to
make sure that e.g. 
does not mean something else than 
does.
– The Common Domain Assumption

8
8 assumes
8 that every interpretation is defined over
the same abstract domain , i.e.
for all interpretations
8  .
– The Rigid Term Assumption assumes a fixed function   
, such that, for any
   # . Thus named individuals
individual name and interpretation  , 
have a fixed interpretation.
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Intuitively, the above conditions restrict our attention to a single UoD (Universe of
Discourse) corresponding to the knowledge base.

3 Nonmonotonic Reasoning with

  

While description logics can be given a user-friendly interface for designing and maintaining ontologies (see e.g. [BHGS01]), their main use lies in their reasoning capabilities. Using a description logic representation, one may for example answer the questions
below.



– Given an individual , what is its type, what classes does it belong to?
– Given a new class with certain properties, what is its place in the ontology’s taxonomy? What are its sub- and super classes?
– Is a class subsumed by another class?
– Is a class satisfiable, i.e. can there exist instances of this class?
– Is the ontology consistent, i.e. does it have models?
E.g. subsumption and consistency can then be stated in 
DLs, see e.g. [BS00,HST99]) as in the following definition.

   "!#

(and in other

Definition 6. A    "!# -concept expression is satisfiable
 w.r.t. an     ! #
knowledge base  if there exists a model  of  such that
.  is subsumed by

a concept expression w.r.t.  (notation: 
) if
for each model
6
 of  . Furthermore, we call  consistent iff there exists a model  of  .
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!

!

Focusing on subsumption, we alter the definition to take into account preferred models instead of models.
Definition 7. Let  be an  
sions. is defeasibly subsumed by
preferred model  of  .

"!#

 !

knowledge base,
, denoted,  

!

!

and  concept
 expres, iff
6
for each

!

Defeasible subsumption (  ) is “strictly weaker” than classical subsumption ( ),
in the sense that if 
then  
, but not the other way around.
Moreover, is monotonic, while  is not.
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Theorem 2 ( is monotonic). Let    be an
let and#  be concept expressions. If   
where
is a finite set of terminological axioms5 .
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Thus, extending a knowledge base preserves earlier subsumption conclusions. This
does not hold for defeasible subsumption,  , as illustrated by the knowledge base









               



    
 . According
with  generated by
to  , birds ( ) tend to fly (  ),







penguins ( ) don’t fly, penguins are birds and
is a bird. The rule that birds tend
  

 

to fly may be defeated by the more specialized rule saying that penguins don’t fly.
5

P

[

  may actually be inconsistent, i.e. it may not have any models. However,
Note that 
it is easy to verify that, for an inconsistent knowledge base, all subsumptions hold, and thus
the theorem remains valid.



  where
         since we can easily construct a model
Note that,



 
      
   while  
, which does not satisfy        .

Still, in  the absence of other information, in particular if we have no evidence that
    might
be a penguin, it is common sense to tentatively
 conclude that   










flies, i.e.
. It is precisely this intuition that is captured
by defeasible

 
      

subsumption.
Indeed,
there
exists
another
model
with

   and   . Clearly,  , unlike  , classically satisfies all axioms of  and therefore



 and  is not a preferred model
(but  is). In fact, it is easy to verify that all
         and therefore            . 
preferred
models
satisfy
 If, however, we extend  to  # by adding a fresh axiom        , i.e.
    is a penguin,   ceases to be a model and  becomes a preferred model of
#
#


 . Thus, while          ,          , which shows that  is


nonmonotonic.
The following characterization shows that the definition of defeasible subsumption
follows our intuition: is defeasibly subsumed by just when, for any new individual
, if all we know about is that it belongs to , then it also (defeasibly) belongs to .
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   be an   "!# knowledge base,
Theorem 3. Let 
expressions and a new individual, not appearing in  , then
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It can be checked that the consequence relation  satisfies some properties that
are highly desirable for any nonmonotonic relation [KLM90,QR93]. More specifically,
 can be classified as a so-called cumulative consequence relation, i.e. it satisfies all
instances of the Reflexivity axiom and is closed under the inference rules of Left Logical Equivalence, Right Weakening, Cut and Cautious Monotonicity [KLM90]. A logical
system where the consequence relation satisfies those properties is called a (for cumulative) system.
In view of the roles of DLs as providing the basic reasoning mechanism for ontologies, an important requirement is that the reasoning procedures are decidable. We
can extend the   "!# tableau algorithm, deciding satisfiability and subsumption
[HS01], to incorporate the preference order and the notion of preferred models.
Theorem 4. Let  be an   "!# knowledge base,
 
is a decidable problem.

 !

and

!

concept expressions.

4 Applications
Ontology Learning
However convenient the preference order may be, when designing an ontology for a
certain application domain, the ontology engineer may not be aware of the preferences
amongst axioms. He will, however, almost certainly be confronted with conflicts or
inconsistencies during the design process, e.g. as a result of the DLs reasoning procedures. Inconsistencies may have various causes, like the designer wrongly assuming an
axiom to be universally valid.

As an example, suppose the aim is to design an ontology regarding the nature of
sports. Having seen a live coverage of a bowling game, the designer believes that in
general “sports (S) is an exciting pastime (P)”. However, since the next show he saw
was a cricket game, he added the belief that “English sports (E) are boring (B)”. This
leads to the knowledge base
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additionally saying that “English sport are sports”, “an exciting pastime is not boring”
and “cricket is an English sport”.
The DLs reasoning procedures will tell the designer that this is an inconsistent
knowledge base. However, they will not tell him that defeating one axiom with another
is a possible solution for the inconsistency. We propose an order-learning algorithm for
extending
the order of
an inconsistent knowledge# base    to a consistent
version
#
#

  where  6  , i.e. if we denote  and  as two subsets  and  # of
,
#
 6  .
This algorithm [HV02], based on the candidate elimination algorithm of [Mit97],
will provide the ontology designer with a choice of extensions to the current order
on his inconsistent knowledge base. The decision of which order to take, remains the
responsibility of the designer and should correspond with the underlying UoD, however,
every order he picks is guaranteed to solve the inconsistency.
The algorithm in Table 3 is initialized with the order  of the original knowledge
base (viewed as a subset  of 
). By adding real-world examples (a training set )
which represent the knowledge that must be
satisfied by the the resulting ontology, we
 4  # consistent.
minimally extend  as to make 
Additionally, we can restrict the
range of possible orders by forcing certain axioms to be “strict” (as in Def. 1), and not
allowing the order to defeat strict
axioms. In our sports ontology we can clearly assume

  and     , to be strict (English sports are always sports, an
exciting pastime is never a boring pastime, and cricket is an English sport).
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n

n
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Table 3. “candidate elimination” algorithm
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1. Start with 
the original relation,
and
  where  is the set representing



 
  is the original KB,
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"!  from
 .
2. Consider an example
#

 such that 
    is not consistent
3. For each 
(a) Remove  from  .
(b) Add to  all generalizations  %$  (   formed with axioms from  , to be a generator
of a strict
partial
such
that no strict axiom is defeated) of  such that
&!
order


'     is consistent, and "!
i. 

 
ii.   is minimal, i.e.    )(    (  +* 
,-      is not
consistent.
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  ;
4. 
5. Continue from 1 until either 
, in which case the algorithm fails, or all examples in 
have been considered and 2 . In the latter case, the algorithm succeeds and the learned
orders are in  .
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Formally we have the result,

n  
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be an   "!# knowledge base and let
    
 , be a set of# examples. If the
# algorithm from Table 3 succeeds with#
non-empty solution set , # then  3
iff   
is a minimal order-extension (  6  )
 4  is consistent.
of  such that 
Theorem 5.  Let 
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n





n

Note that consistency means “has a model”. However since , is transitive (Theorem 1) and well-founded, we have that for each model  of a knowledge base  ,  is
 (formally, is stoppered
preferred, or there exists a preferred model  of  , 
[QR93]). Thus if  is consistent, it has a model  , and either  is preferred or there
exists a preferred model 
 of  , so  is also consistent in the “has a preferred
model” way.
Going back to our game of cricket, we wish to learn which minimal orders will
solve the inconsistency. We provide the algorithm with the knowledge we have about
cricket



 







We pick-up the learning algorithm after have seen this example. Our result set
learned orders then becomes
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The designer then has three corresponding choices. He probably should not choose
the third order, since this involves defeating the rule with a single fact, which may not
be general enough. The choice between the first and the second is a matter of a taste. In
both cases a sport that is not exciting must be an English sport. The second choice adds
nothing, being an English sport is enough for not being exciting, while the first choice
would amount to not only having an English sport but also the rule that English sports
are boring.
Ontology Integration
We describe integration of ontologies as the problem of merging two ontologies into a
single unified ontology. In addition to representing the information from both ontologies, the integrated ontology should also describe the relationships between them.
In practice, merging ontologies is a complex multi-layered and difficult to automate
task. Possible problems include [BK00], for example, two terms with the same name
in different ontologies, but actually representing different concepts. E.g. in one ontol may mean “president of a country”, while in the other it may
ogy, the term 
be used to express “president of a company”. Another related problem is two different terms that represent the same concept in different ontologies:  and
 can
both represent a large organized group of criminals. Although these and other problems





 

 

are crucial to ontology integration, we assume here a simplified setting where different terms in different ontologies represent different concepts, and terms have a single
common meaning.
In this setting, we attempt to integrate two consistent ontologies (expressed as DLs
knowledge bases) in a new ontology. The basic procedure is then, assuming all necessary pre-processing has taken place, to take the union of the two DLs. Clearly, this new
ontology may not be consistent. A typical action would be, as the SMART algorithm
for merging and aligning ontologies indicates [NM99], to put the conflict on a conflict
list together with actions that remedy the inconsistency.
This is were     "!# becomes useful. While there may be several reasons for
having an inconsistency, it could well be that an inconsistency arose because of the fact
that a certain axiom is in general more preferred than another one, or because an axiom
applies in a general ontology while it has exceptions in a more specific ontology, or, in
the most extreme case, an axiom in one ontology may just be wrong, and it should be
defeated by another one. All the foregoing problems can be relatively easily solved by
placing a preference order on some axioms of the ontologies.
The ontology learning algorithm in Table 3 can, when encountering an inconsistency, suggest several orders that remedy the inconsistency. It is then up to the designer
to decide which order to choose according to the UoD he is modeling. As in the SMART
algorithm, the designer should be able to adapt some parameters as to (partially) automate this behavior. For example, when integrating two ontologies where one of them
has greater authority (e.g., it comes from a trusted source), axioms of this preferred
ontology should always be preferred.
To make things more explicit we take a look at a toy example. Consider two little
ontologies, one representing the knowledge that quakers are pacifists and that Nixon is
a quaker, while the other acknowledges the fact that republicans are not pacifists and
that Nixon is a republican.
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While both ontologies are consistent in their own right, when one attempts to unite
the knowledge in a new ontology
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one ends up with an inconsistent knowledge base. More specifically, Nixon can be
shown to be both a pacifist and a non-pacifist.
However if, for some reason, ontology  is more preferred than  , for example because   was released by the government and  by some unauthorized Nixon
website, we have the means to incorporate this preference in   ! # by simply
defining a preference order  on  , such that 
for every axiom in  and

o

p

o

p

in 
 , claiming that axioms from the authorized source are preferred. From this new
    "!# ontology
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we can deduce, with the preferred model semantics, that Nixon is not a pacifist.

5 Conclusion and Directions for Further Research
We provided a nonmonotonic extension for the  ! # description logic, by imposing a strict partial order on the axioms. In this way we were able to express that not
all knowledge can be caught in rigid rules since rules may be valid in a general situation
but have exceptions where more preferred rules override the general case. The preferred
model semantics provides a natural way to express such situations.
We discussed an order learning algorithm that, given an inconsistent knowledge
base, can suggest orders to solve the inconsistency. While     "!# does not claim
to solve the ontology integration problem as such, it can however be a helpful instrument for removing inconsistencies from the merged ontology, by suggesting (or automatically enforcing) a preference on axioms.
For the future, it would be interesting to see how   "!# exactly relates
to other nonmonotonic description logics, for example to the general framework in
[QR93]. Also other approaches, like the ordered theory presentation of [Rya92] may
provide useful insights.
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